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Abstract
Game AI in the ghting game genre, along the lines of Street Fighter,
Mortal Kombat and Tekken, is traditionally script-based, with hard-coded
reactions to various situations. Though this approach is often easy to
understand and tweak, it requires substantial time and understanding of
the game to implement in a way that is challenging and satisfying for the
player due to the very large possibility space. This paper explores the
use of neural networks as an alternative approach by implementing and
training a network to select an action to take each frame based on the
game state.
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1 Introduction
Script-based AI in ghting games often suer from predictability, and can take
many human work hours to implement and tune due to the game understanding
required and large possibility space. Using neural networks as an alternative
method of game AI implementation has already been successful in the turn-
based board game of Go, with Google's AlphaGo system. Adapting a similar
approach to ghting games could have several important advantages over script-
ing AI, such as automated "tuning", reduced predictability, and a function more
with a more ne input resolution allowing for better decision-making.
As neural networks are trained on game data, either on a pre-existing set or ac-
tively, the AI designer is able to design and implement the network based only
on game-state variables as inputs and actions as outputs, without needing to
know what "good" play is. Training the network is also completely automated,
so developers are able to work on other tasks as the network trains itself. Dif-
ferent diculties could be obtained using snapshots of the network at dierent
points in the training process. If the network is designed to output a proba-
bility vector, the action could be chosen at random using that vector, possibly
resulting in less predictable AI.
There are a few signicant challenges in developing such an AI: one being the loss
of "control" over the AI's actions, as manual tweaking is neigh impossible. This
is particularly important with game systems such as combos, where the network
would have to learn to combo on it's own. A second challenge is performance
constraints. Games are often released across a variety of systems, some possibly
with low performance. Keeping the network fast enough to operate within the
time-span of a single frame of the game is vital or it may start to miss inputs.
The space needed to hold large networks in memory could also be of concern.
For the purposes of this paper, a supervised-learning neural network is trained
on a dataset of choices other players made as a proof of concept, but could later
be altered into an unsupervised network, learning simply by playing games on
its own and possibly approaching optimal play.
2 Background
2.1 AlphaGo
The work within this paper is largely inspired by Google's AlphaGo system,
which uses the MCTS algorithm modied to utilize two neural networks. When
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translating their work into the domain of ghting games, the primary constraint
is the time frame in which the system has to make a decision. AlphaGo used
specialized hardware to make decisions in 5 seconds or less, where as ghting
game AI needs to make decisions in a fraction of a second, determined by the
frame-rate of the game. MCTS, an iterative tree search algorithm, has been
proven eective at making good decisions in games, but working with such a
short time scale and large possibility space, is highly limited.
One of the networks in the AlphaGo system, labeled the Policy network, guides
the MCTS tree search by predicting valuable moves, which can and was used
as a stand-alone AI as well, with impressive, but inferior play compared to the
complete system. Because this network only requires one pass to produce these
potentially good moves, however, it is much more suitable to ghting games
than the complete system.
The Policy network was trained in two stages: rst using supervised learning
on game state-decision pairs taken from the games of experts, then using an
unsupervised policy-gradient as the network played games against dierent it-
erations of its self. In this paper the rst stage when applied to ghting games
is explored.
2.2 FightingICE
For the study and development of ghting game AI, The Intelligent Com-
puter Entertainment Laboratory at Ritsumeikan University developed a plat-
form named FightingICE, a fully-functional ghting game with an API that
allows custom AI to be inserted. The API gives access to the game state of each
frame, and accepts commands, allowing any form of AI implementation.
The lab runs an annual competition in which entrant AI compete against one
another, and the source code of each entrant is released with the results.
3 System Description
When in use, the AI developed has two components: the neural network and the
wrapper. The network is serialized in a data le, which the wrapper loads into
memory. The wrapper handles the API interactions, transforming the game
data into network input and the network's output into an action command.
Other components include the data set on which the network was trained and
the network trainer which initializes, trains, and serializes the network.
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3.1 Data Set
In order to create an "expert" dataset, the sources of select top performing AI in
previous FightingICE competitions were modied slightly to log each decision
made with the respective game state into a le. A wrapper was then used to
randomly select one of the chosen AI each match to play it out. The resulting
dataset consisted of approximately 2.7 million game state-decision pairs, with
49 attributes dening the game state and one attribute dening the decision.
The attributes used to dene game state are tabled in appendix 8.1.
The AI used to create the dataset are as follows: MctsAI, MrAsh, Thunder01,
Jay Bot, and Machete. The wrapper played 200 matches against MctsAI and
200 against Thunder01 for each character, swapping sides after each 100.
3.2 Network Trainer
The network trainer is relatively simple. Using Encog, an open source ma-
chine learning and neural network library, it performs data normalization on
the set, then creates, trains, and serializes the network. The network used
is created using Encog's default feed-forward factory, then trained using the
RPROP algorithm and ve-fold cross-validation, selecting the best performing
fold to serialize.
3.3 Neural Network
The network takes all but four game state attributes in the data set as input, the
exclusions being the AI name, opponent character name, and stage information.
The resulting structure is feed forward network with three layers: a 201 node
input layer, a 96 node hidden layer, and a 59 node output layer. The input layer
uses a linear activation function, while the other two use a TANH activation
function.
4 Evaluation
4.1 Data Set Training
After the ve-fold cross-validation, the selected network had a training error of
approximately 5.265%, and a validation error of approximately 5.271%.
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Table 1: Data Set Error
Training 0.05265122107258534
Validation 0.05271480138030281
This relatively low error is likely explained by the dataset being generated us-
ing other AI, which likely suer from the predictability even from a human
perspective.
4.2 Network Speed
100 passes through the network took about 0.18ms on average, and had a max-
imum of about 2.18ms, far less than the 16.7ms alotted each frame by Fight-
ingICE. Though the network used is relatively simple, it provides evidence that
neural networks can be used to make decisions within the time constraints of a
single frame.
Table 2: Network Speed
Passes 100
Max 2,176,001 ns
Min 106,283 ns
Mean 185,789 ns
4.3 Game Performance
When pitted against the top 3 AI of the most recent FightingICE competition,
as well as the sample MCTS AI provided by the FightingICE developers, The
network performed quite poorly, despite the high training accuracy. The net-
work's highest win rate was with ZEN, with 20.83%, and had the most success
against Ranezi, with a 15.55% win rate.
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Table 3: Game Performance Results
Opponent AI
Character Round Result MctsAI MrAsh Ranezi Thunder01 Total
ZEN
Wins 4 2 11 8 25
Ties 0 0 0 0 0
Losses 26 28 19 22 95
GARNET
Wins 3 1 0 2 6
Ties 0 0 0 0 0
Losses 27 29 30 28 114
LUD
Wins 3 0 3 0 6
Ties 0 30 0 0 30
Losses 27 0 27 30 84
Matchup Record (W-T-L) 10-0-80 3-30-57 14-0-76 10-0-80
Despite the low win percentages, it's possible that the network is in actuality
only slightly below the level of play of the opponent AI. Because the network was
trained on three out of the for opponents, it's expected that it would play very
similarly, so the slight dierences may cause it to just under perform, leading to
losses. Ranezi was the AI not included in the training set, and is the opponent
the network performed the best against, supporting this hypothesis.
It's also worth noting that with LUD, the network tied every game with MrAsh.
The exact cause is unknown, but it's likely that every action was mirrored, as
MrAsh has an extremely basic script for playing LUD so the network became
overly biased toward the repeated actions it takes.
5 Conclusion
The system was shown to successfully operate within the time-constraints of
60fps ghting game, performing weakly, but still acquiring wins. Though this
iteration of the AI is relatively weak, it serves as evidence that neural networks
could be used to create eective, non-script-based AI for ghting games if im-
provements were made.
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6 Future Work
There are numerous ways to extend the work presented. The network used in
this paper was relatively simple, and only selected the action with the highest
probability. More carefully designed and complex networks, such as one that
selects an action randomly using the output as a probability vector, may provide
better results and more human-like behavior. More diverse datasets, or ones
with data from more complex AI, may also provide better results as it avoids
over tting the simple AI.
Potentially the strongest improvement to be made would be to use an unsuper-
vised one with policy gradients, as the AlphaGo team did. It's possible such a
technique could yield an AI stronger than those it was initially trained on, and
may approach optimal play.
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8 Appendix
8.1 Data Set Format
Table 4: Game State
Meta Stage Time Character x2 Projectile x4
Table 5: Meta
AI Name My Character Name Opponent Character Name
Table 6: Stage
Stage Width Stage Height
Table 7: Time
Round Number Frames Remaining in Round
Table 8: Character
Action State Max HP HP Energy Speed Position Facing Right
Table 9: Projectile
Player 1's Will Down Damage Position Speed
Table 10: Speed
Horizontal Speed Vertical Speed
Table 11: Position
Left Right Top Bottom
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